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Summary
Noise phenomena generated by the rail/wheel interface can pose a major problem for urban railway operations.
Friction Management can provide a sustainable strategy to mitigate multiple rail/wheel contact related noise
effects including rolling noise, rumbling noise (caused by corrugation), wheel squeal, flanging noise and impact
noise. As the term friction management refers to a combined application of gauge face lubrication and top of rail
(TOR) friction control, special emphasis needs to be placed on the differences between the two aspects with
respect to consumable products and their resultant noise mitigation capabilities.
By analysing recent trial results and successful implementations as well as by referring to already published data,
the opportunity for managing and controlling noise with optimised Friction Management strategies will be
highlighted. This paper will primarily focus on the functional characteristics of a water based, drying friction
modifier (FM) that was used in most of the referred studies and implementations.
The positive implications of friction management are not only limited to noise mitigation. Consequently a wider,
system based implementation approach needs to be considered in order to derive sustainable benefits for quiet and
cost efficient railway operations.
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Introduction

Noise phenomena related to wheel-rail contact issues can present a significant challenge for railway operators,
especially in densely populated areas. Residential and ridership complaints, regional bylaws regulating allowable
noise levels, and possible damaging impacts to vehicles and supporting track infrastructure can significantly
impact the economics of railway operations. This paper will discuss the positive effects of Friction Management
on mitigation of noise phenomena associated with different specific sources and generation mechanisms.
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Friction Management

Depending on the position of the wheel relative to the rail, different functional targets have to be achieved when
managing friction between the two contacting bodies. For rail gauge face (GF) / wheel flange contact, the main
objective is to reduce wear of both components. Consequently, a GF lubricant or grease is applied to lower the
coefficient of friction (COF = µ) at the wheel-rail interface to a minimum threshold value typically < 0.25 µ. On
the top of rail (TOR), effects like squealing noise, damage development (wear, RCF – Rolling Contact Fatigue,
corrugation, shelling, spalling, etc.) and energy consumption can also be positively influenced by proper friction
management. The product of choice for TOR friction control is a Friction Modifier (FM), a material that reduces
friction to an optimised level (0.35-0.40 µ) to produce positive benefits without adversely impacting safety of
train operations.
Whereas GF lubrication has been in use since the early days of railroading, the concept of using a friction modifier
for top of rail friction control was first introduced in late 1980s to mitigate problem wheel squeal and corrugation
concerns at the newly commissioned Vancouver, B.C. Canada SkyTrain system [1]. A typical FM consists of a
water-based suspension of dry solid materials with no liquid oil or lubricant content. The water acts as a carrier
and quickly evaporates, leaving the dry FM particles to modify the rheological properties of the third body layer
at the wheel-rail interface. A FM exhibits two main performance characteristics:


Produces an intermediate coefficient of friction located between dry friction levels and well lubricated
low GF friction levels (Figure 1a). This will positively influence vehicle steering and associated dynamic
lateral force generation, wheel-rail damage, and fuel consumption.
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Introduces positive traction characteristics between wheel and rail over relevant creepage ranges /
application rates to prevent unwanted stick-slip effects that are associated with noise and damage effects.
(Figure 1b).

It is worth mentioning that a FM does not act as a traction enhancer. Only high friction levels can be altered by a
FM. In the case of low adhesion (e.g. wheel slip) conditions, a FM will not have any impact on the already low
friction levels.
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Figure 1: a.) Typical COF ranges for different rail/wheel contact conditions. b.) Traction creepage relationships for
negative and positive friction characteristics.

Alternative materials have recently been promoted for TOR application. These materials are typically lubricant
based (e.g. TOR oil, TOR grease, TOR hybrid products) but may also have solid particle and/or water content.
These materials have limited or no field test data confirming noise abatement effectiveness [2]. This paper will
focus on test results derived from a specific water-based FM product and refer to the other alternative material
types as TOR lubricants.
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Noise phenomena in a Railway Environment

There can be several different noise phenomena present in a railway operating environment (list not complete)
that are associated with the following different formation mechanisms and predominant frequency ranges [3,4]:
1.

Rolling Noise (30-2500 Hz) - Dependent on the combined surface roughness of wheel and rail.
Undulations with wavelengths between 5 to 250 mm typically contribute to this category. High rail
surface roughness (e.g. directly after grinding [5]) can generate increased noise in specific frequency
ranges that are perceived as very unpleasant noise by nearby residents.

2.

Excessive Rumble Noise (200-1000 Hz) - Predominantly caused by rail corrugation. Besides
problematic noise, corrugation will also impart significant damage to track and vehicle components,
thereby reducing the service life of railway infrastructure. This paper refers to roughness in typical
corrugation wavelengths as macro roughness of wheel and rail (or roughness in a cm scale).

3.

Wheel Squeal (1000-5000 Hz) - Produced by frictional instabilities at the top of rail surface caused by
negative friction characteristics at the wheel-rail interface. Lateral creepage in curves can initiate wheel
roll-slip oscillations that will excite wheel resonance leading to extreme noise emissions. Wheel squeal
is typically the most prevalent problematic noise condition for Transit Railways (e.g. Light rail / Metro).
Recent investigations also suggest mode coupling as an alternative mechanism for wheel squeal [6].

4.

Flanging Noise (5000-10000 Hz) - Hissing or grinding noise associated with high rail wheel flange
contact in sharper curves. It can be differentiated from wheel squeal noise by the underlying mechanism
as well as the resultant noise frequency range.

5.

Impact Noise from flat spots (50-250 Hz) - Dependent on vehicle speed. Caused by singular (or quasisingular) irregularities on the wheel surface producing a partial unloading or even separation of wheel
from rail, followed by impact when the two surfaces re-engage.
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4.1

Noise mitigation with Friction Management

Micro Roughness as Indicator for Rolling Noise Mitigation

Frequency

Although roughness on a µm scale is not directly impacting rolling noise it is used here as an example / indication
how effective FM could be used to impact aspects of rolling noise through positively changing the surface
roughness conditions of wheel and rail. A test was done at a North American light rail transit system using acrylic
dental moulds to produce rail surface roughness replicas before and after a wayside FM application site in service
for ~2 years. The moulds were then send to the National Research Council Canada (NRC) for analysis. The NRC
performed 11 line scans on a representative 2 x 1 cm area extracted from the TOR test site moulds, with a
resolution of 1 µm in scan direction (x direction = 2 cm) and a y distance between each line of 1mm. The results
of these scans (average values over 11 scans) are shown as a distribution plot in Figure 2. A notable and immediate
downward shift in surface roughness and a narrowing of the roughness distribution width was observed after the
trackside TOR unit distribution bars (e.g. FM treated rail surface).
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Figure 2: Roughness distribution measured on TOR surface replicas extracted before and after FM distribution bars.
(Note: Notable reduction in rail surface roughness after distribution bars due to FM application).

Another trial was done on a full scale, linear rail/wheel test rig at voestalpine Schienen GmbH in Austria. Although
the trial focused on the impact of FM on RCF and wear, some surface roughness measurements were also
recorded. A typical test lasted 100,000 wheel passes with heavy haul-like vertical and lateral loads applied. Tests
were done under both dry and FM treated contact conditions. Details regarding general test set-up can be reviewed
in [7].
Rail surface roughness measurements were performed after 100,000 loaded wheel passes and on new condition
test rails provided by a rail mill, using a Mitutoyo Model Surftest-212 surface profilometer. This instrument was
calibrated before each measurement using a precision reference specimen (Ra 2.95 µm). The instrument was also
set to an overall 4.0 mm evaluation length and provided a Ra roughness parameter over this interval (arithmetic
means of absolute values = µm).
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Figure 3: Comparison of surface roughness distribution along the transversal rail profile for dry (left graph) and FM
treated (right graph) contact conditions after 100,000 wheel passes on a full scale test rig.
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As the instrument used a stylus detector (parallel to measured surface), surface roughness measurements were
performed in the longitudinal rail direction only. Twenty-six rail measurement locations were used, starting at the
bottom edge of the gauge side and spaced approximately every 5 mm up around the rail profile until reaching the
bottom field side corner. Figures 3a and 3b show the Ra measurement plots overlayed on the measured rail profile
for a dry test rail and a FM test rail (Note: rail profile recorded using a MINIPROF Rail instrument at the end of
each test). A clear reduction in surface roughness for FM treated rail vs. dry rail after 100,000 wheel passes can
be noticed for the marked conformal contact areas.
The Ra values listed in Table 1 compare the roughness conditions at two representative locations for each of the
noted test rail conditions, as defined by the angle between their tangent to the rail surface and the horizontal line
(TOR = 9.9° and Gauge Corner - GC = 35°) [7].
Table 1 results further validates FM ability to reduce rail surface roughness. Although real world track conditions
will demonstrate different micro roughness values, FM application is still be expected to positively impact rail
surface roughness development (µm).
Table 1: Comparison of surface roughness results at two selected positions (TOR = 9.9°, GC = 35°) on the transverse rail
profile for both test conditions and a new rail.

Sample
New
“Dry”
“FM”
4.2

Rail roughness, Ra [µm]
TOR Position
GC Position
1.75
1.71
2.05
1.27
0.49
0.50

Rumble noise (e.g. Corrugation growth reduction)

Corrugations (periodic wave structure on the rail surface) can be found on all types of railway systems and track
infrastructure. Corrugation can be classified according to the formation mechanism and appearance [8]. Especially
for passenger and transit type operations, a specific corrugation type called short pitch corrugation can be
predominantly found on the low rail of small to medium radius (50-500 m) curves. The most common sub-type
of short pitch corrugation is called rutting corrugation which is attributed to a wavelength-fixing mechanism
(excitation of all vehicles at the same location), a damage mechanism (wear), and stick-slip oscillations of the
wheel set [8]. A friction modifier can address both wear (reducing wear by providing an intermediate coefficient
of friction) and stick-slip oscillations (by producing positive friction characteristics at the wheel-rail interface).
FM application will additionally improve vehicle steering performance to mitigate or eliminate problematic
wavelength-fixing mechanism effects.

Figure 4: Corrugation measurements before and after FM implementation. Several measurements per data point were
averaged (peak to peak amplitude).

Figure 4 contains results from a track test for a European commuter rail system [9]. Corrugations were measured
using an Esveld RAILPROF instrument. The original conditions showed severe corrugation growth within 30
days after grinding at the test curve (R=227 m, rail grade R260, 3% gradient, concrete sleepers on ballast) with a
typical corrugation wavelength of 69-82mm. After the installation of FM application systems in this curve, and
grinding to remove existing corrugations, the corrugation growth rate was significantly reduced (Figure 4). An
improvement factor of 27 was recorded for Track 1 (Improvement factor definition: corrugation growth baseline
divided by corrugation growth with FM application normalized to average corrugation growth per 30 days). A
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second adjacent track with the same curvature (Track 2 - Data not shown in Figure 4) demonstrated an
improvement factor of 10.
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An overview [10] of several additional successful implementations of FM as a means to mitigating corrugation
growth is shown in Figure 5. Corrugation reduction results range from complete growth suppression to a minimum
improvement factor of 4, with a corresponding average improvement factor of 11 for this data. The noted variation
in data strongly suggests an achievable improvement factor is highly dependent on the local conditions for each
site (e.g. track construction, rail metallurgy, curvature radius, train speed, etc.).
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Figure 5: Overview of corrugation growth improvement factors for different metro and commuter systems. Curve radius
varied between 40m and 350m, typical train speed between 30km/h and 65 km/h.

Premium rail grades with higher wear resistance, along with an appropriate maintenance strategy (e.g.
grinding/milling) removing corrugation and adjusting rail profiles to optimize vehicle steering, are also beneficial
in reducing corrugation. Consequently, the best solution for mitigating corrugation growth and associated noise
effects is a blended system approach incorporating all three of these key components (e.g. FM application, rail
metallurgy, grinding / milling).
4.3

Flanging noise and TOR Squeal reduction mitigation

Although flanging noise and TOR squeal are two separate phenomena with distinct frequency spectra, they are
reviewed together in this sub-chapter given associated mitigation strategies are similar in nature. Flanging noise
is directly related to contact between the wheel flange and rail GF, as derived from high dynamic lateral track
loading in sharp curves (R<500 m). High friction and creepage conditions between the two contacting bodies will
generate typical flanging noise significantly increasing noise levels in a broadband spectrum typically above 5000
Hz. GF lubrication is traditionally used to reduce friction levels at the GF/wheel flange interface to thereby
mitigate flange noise generation. In some instances, infrastructure owners incorrectly conclude GF lubrication as
also successfully mitigating TOR squeal. A closer review of these cases typically reveals unwanted GF grease
migration to the TOR surface, reducing both squeal and flanging noise at the same time but consequently
introducing negative impacts to train braking and tractive performance.
On TOR, the mechanism for curve squeal generation is associated with a frictional instability under lateral creep
conditions in a curve. Due to the negative slope of the traction-creepage curve beyond creep saturation in dry
contact conditions (see Figure 1b), a further increase in creep levels will result in lower COF. This can lead to an
unstable wheel response in the form of stick slip oscillations (or more accurately, roll-slip oscillations) causing
(squeal) noise radiation [11]. A friction modifier can mitigate the formation of roll-slip oscillations due to its
positive traction characteristics over relevant creepage ranges as shown in Figure 1b. The impact of FM with
respect to the mode coupling theory [6] is not examined in this paper. This will be part of possible future work.
An extensive track test was completed at a European Metro system to demonstrate the effectiveness of a waterbased FM for squeal noise mitigation. Sound level measurements were performed using a Bruel & Kjaer 2260
Sound level meter equipped with a foam wind screen. The sound level meter was mounted on a tripod 6 meters
from the center of the track (on the low rail side of the test curve), with the microphone 1.2 meters above the top
of rail surface. The sound level range was pre-set to between 50 and 130 decibels for train passes (40-120 dB for
ambient). The tests were conducted with manual application of the Friction Modifier in accordance to a defined
procedure simulating application rates / volumetric output typically used during standard wayside unit operation.
Figure 6 compares baseline results with FM treated results for low rail (LR) only application, and for both high
rail (HR) and LR application for a specific train type in a 195m radius curve. The average sound pressure levels
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over time (averaged over three train passes per phase) for the two rail application strategy were clearly reduced
compared to baseline results over the full length of the train. In the case of LR only application, a peak event was
noticed that could be consistently associated with a specific car in the train consist (See Figure 6: 20-25 Secs data
interval on x-axis). For this particular test, the two rail application strategy only was successful in preventing
wheel squeal.

Figure 6: Average sound level over time measurements for different FM strategies – 1 Rail (LR) vs. 2 Rail application.

Figure 7: Frequency distribution for different FM strategies - 1 Rail (LR) vs 2 Rail application.

The average frequency distribution results shown in Figure 7 (averaged over three train passes per phase) mirrored
the findings of the earlier average sound pressure levels analysis. A reduction in sound pressure level was recorded
during the two rail FM application test phase (average 9.5 dB), especially in the frequency range associated with
TOR squeal (1000-5000 Hz). For the LR only test phase the same data peak anomaly appeared, as caused by a
specific car in the train consist (See Figure 7: ~5000 Hz on x-axis). Figure 7 data further suggests positive FM
impacts during the two rail application phase in the frequency range associated with wheel flanging noise (5,00010,000 Hz). It should be mentioned that system GF lubrication was not considered optimized during this trial.
Further results with respect to squeal noise mitigation can be found in [11].

Figure 8: Noise measurements in a heavy haul environment (1,000 Hz – 20,000Hz). Average values of two trains per
phase (baseline, FM).
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Figure 8 shows partial results from a trial in a heavy haul environment (mixed freight trains with 2 lead
locomotives) where the baseline condition included optimized GF lubrication for the test curve. Comparing
average values two baseline trains with two FM treated trains (averaged), FM application combined with GF
lubrication consistently achieved effective noise reduction results in the frequency range above 1,000 Hz. This
can be attributed to improved steering and reduced flanging of the vehicles due to the FM application [12]. This
trial incorporated noise monitoring protocols similar to those previously described for the other test initiatives.
Based on presented data (Figures 7 and 8) and referenced literature [3,11] as well as on observations in track the
predominant sources of noise differ between heavy haul systems and transit/passenger systems. In a heavy haul
environment wheel flange contact typically represents the main source of noise, whereas in transit systems TOR
squeal is causing major problems. This needs to be considered when choosing the appropriate implementation
strategy (GF lubrication and/or TOR friction control).
4.4

Implications on Impact Noise Generation

Impact noise is caused by irregularities on the wheel and rail surface such as RCF damage (e.g. shelling), flat
spots, wheel burns, welds, etc. Friction Management (GF and TOR) has been proven to reduce RCF and wear
development on rails and is therefore expected to also reduce the occurrence of RCF or wear-related impact noises.
A recent study dealing with FM onboard technology operating under North American heavy haul conditions
indicates the number of high impact wheel change-outs (impact loads > 400 kN) could be reduced by up to 75%
for coal trains equipped with this onboard FM technology [13]. Although noise measurements were not part of
this project, a reduction in the development of high impact wheel defects will conversely contribute to a reduction
in noise generated by these same defects.
4.5

Other benefits of Friction Modifiers

Besides the positive impact on noise effects, the use of Friction Modifiers has also been proven to provide
additional benefit with respect to track [14], rail / wheel damage [15] and fuel reduction related topics [16].
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Implementation Considerations

The examples given in this paper are primarily based on well planned and rigorously executed trials. When it
comes to incorporating an effective GF-TOR Friction Management program, a number of factors must be taken
into consideration in order to achieve benefits comparable to those demonstrated in trials:


Application Strategy - Choosing the appropriate application strategy (wayside vs. onboard) is
dependent on size of the targeted problem area to be treated (e.g. A few individual sites vs. full network
rollout), ownership rights of vehicle and track (e.g. Joint vs. Private ownership), and maintenance access
/ upkeep requirements.



Consumable Selection - A wide range of consumables offering different cost and effectiveness levels
are available, particularly with respect to conventional rail curve greases used for GF friction control. A
review of the different product types used for TOR friction control was provided in Chapter 2 of this
paper (Page 2). Consumable selection can involve both liquid and/or solid stick product groups
depending on application strategy preference (e.g. wayside vs. onboard).



Maintenance Considerations - Maintainability and uptime of GF-TOR friction management systems
are among the most important factors for effectively mitigating noise effects. A system that does not
consistently or effectively will not produce expected benefits. Even relatively short operating down times
can produce irreversible damage requiring unplanned and expensive corrective maintenance actions.



Knowledge Management - With changing employees and management restructuring, the original scope
and intent for implementing GF-TOR friction control can get lost. Additionally, lack of an obvious
problem (e.g. no curve squeal) can suggest an effective friction management program is not required or
economically viable, consequently overriding “bigger picture” consideration of the broader technical and
financial benefits of GF-TOR friction control.
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Conclusions

The results presented in this paper highlight how friction management and especially TOR friction control can
help to mitigate specific noise problems. Whereas GF lubrication effectiveness is limited to mitigating flanging
noise, TOR friction control is able to reduce both TOR wheel squeal and flanging noise (1,000-10,000 Hz).
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Furthermore, TOR friction control has been proven to reduce corrugation growth and positively influence surface
roughness on a µm scale. Recent results also confirm that freight trains with onboard TOR friction control systems
can significantly extend wheel life and reduce high impact incidents (e.g. delayed RCF formation on wheel tread).
It is very important to highlight that friction management is not a standalone solution. Similar to vehicle and track
representing a system, friction management must be treated as a key component of a broader wheel-rail interface
management system. It is important to understand its interaction with other key elements such as rail and wheel
metallurgy, track geometry, rail and wheel profiles, and associated wheel and rail maintenance activities that
collectively will assist to mitigate problem noise and other key track maintenance concerns.
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